
Release: August 2018

Highlights:

Enable Actions for Loans/Requests in My Library Card (NERS 3441) - 
Primo allows users to select one or more items on the Loans and Requests tabs in My Library Card and perform the 
export to citation actions, same as provided for records in My Favorites. In addition, users can open item's Full Display 
by clicking the item's title on the Loans and Requests tabs.
This NERS enhancement is relevant only for loans/requests items that are coming from Alma.

Improvements to Date Functionality (NERS 5342) - 
Improves the accuracy of search results by making sure that locals resources that cover a range of dates are returned 
when using the Date facet. Previously, the value of the Date facet had to match either the start date or the end date of 
the resource's date range. Any resources with dates that fell within the date range were omitted from the search results.

Add Next/Previous Capability to Full Display - 
Primo now allow users easy navigation trough records in the sequence of the results list from Primo Full Record. Next 
or previous arrows should be displayed when more than one record appears in the results, clicking on Next arrow loads 
more results if required and more results exist.
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Simplify User Sign-In and User Area Menu - 
This UX improvement allows one click sign in and employ new user area menu dropdown links. A guest user in Primo 
will see the “Sign in” button as a separate option and the new user area menu dropdown links allows users to change 
their display language, access My Library Card, view their search history and saved searches. 
 
The new sign in and user area will become the default option in August release and may impact any existing user area 
menu customizations you may have. If you require more time to test it, you can maintain your existing user area menu 
via CSS customization.
 
NOTE: Our preference is to support only one user area option in the future and provide that support to the newest 
format, especially since it originated from community feedback.

Support for Additional Languages in Journal and Database A-Z Searches in 
New UI  - 
This enhancement allows you to enable a language selector on the Journal Search and Database Search pages.  
Users can perform searches in the following languages: English, Hebrew, Chinese (Simplified and Traditional), and 
Norwegian.  

Ranking Improvements
• Support for the Differentiation of Author and Contributor Data in Ranking - this enhancement enables you to 
rank records based on contributors and authors separately, allowing you to give contributors less weight in the ranking 
algorithm, which determines the rank of records listed in Primo's search results. 

• Decrease Ranking of Book Reviews in Primo Central Search Results - Enhanced the ranking algorithm to reduce 
the weight of book reviews in the result list unless the user specifically searches for a book review. This will be 
gradually rolled out. 

Documentation and Webinars:
More information about this release can be found in the Ex Libris Knowledge Center:
 • Knowledge Center > Primo  > Release Notes
 • Knowledge Center > Primo  > Product Documentation > Highlights

For details regarding third-party changes to the new UI, see the following page in Ex Libris Developer Network:
https://developers.exlibrisgroup.com/primo/other/nuiThirdParties
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Case Number Preconfigured
20609 EZprozy was not added to the Times Cited URL. This has been fixed. 530479, 187884, 

213464, 227569, 
78017, 96377, 
101905, 116775, 
130159

Yes

21504 Exact searches that did not use the standard quotation marks (0022) were not working 
correctly. This has been fixed by converting the 201C and 201D quotation marks to 0022.

Front End - Basic Search 479516, 522590, 
524546, 174730, 
341697, 352361, 
422429, 42024, 
87339

Yes

26272 The current date and time of the Primo Back Office server has been added to the Back 
Office's header for Superadmin and Admin roles.

550168, 241205 Yes

33455 Primo now supports the "fkv" language code [Finnish (Kven)]. 345956 Yes
34822 While searching for labels on the All Code Tables page, installation-level descriptions 

were found for codes that were customized at the institution level. This has been fixed.
Back office UI - Mapping and 
code tables configuration

548011, 400895 Yes

35168 In some cases, code table rows configured for a specific institution were visible to other 
institutions. This has been fixed.

453060, 475803, 
477828, 495402, 
546210, 550820, 
400907, 401010

Yes

35317 The clean_fe_logs.sh script was not cleaning the log files on the Front End. This has been 
fixed.

429014 Yes

35854 Hovering over the thumbnail in full view no longer displays a "hand" pointer in the new UI. 388693, 432669 Yes

35890 Translations for labels in the Get It tab were not displaying. This has been fixed. 447458 Yes
35891 The availability line title attribute (also referred to as tool-tip) displayed encoded letters 

instead of Hebrew text and other special characters. This has been fixed.
546900, 431686, 
448238

Yes

36122 In the new UI, the Export RIS and export to BibTex opened a new tab instead of 
downloading a file when using Safari. This has been fixed.

449539, 456346, 
459748, 471276, 
477177, 482317, 
514630, 527967, 
533876, 385583, 
430541

Yes

36129 Permalinks in which record IDs contained semicolons returned incorrect results. This has 
been fixed.

452026 Yes

36282 In some cases, Voyager users were not permitted to make item-level call slip requests in 
the new Primo UI. This has been fixed.

450478, 513621 Yes

36321 Records added to My Favorites from the Services page did not display the correct 
availability statement. This has been fixed.

453783 Yes

36399 In some cases, local records were not discoverable in Primo after piping and indexing. 
This has been fixed by making sure that local records are not inserted into the P_RPNX 
table.

Indexing 455250, 464479, 
496952, 510978, 
513462, 523441, 
523733, 528280, 
531838, 540991, 
549585, 554662, 
556551, 566439

Yes

August 2018 - Primo Defect Fixes
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Case Number Preconfigured
August 2018 - Primo Defect Fixes
36510 Email sent for records in Hebrew were not alligned correctly (LTR instead of RTL). This 

has been fixed.
471753 Yes

36512 To allow the date slider label for the creation date to be translatable, the following code 
was added to the Facet Labels code table: 
- default.nui.facets.facet.facet_searchcreationdate --> Years:

501684, 522509, 
398645

Yes

36712 Honeypot has been implemented to apply an additional level of support to prevent spam 
when sending email from Primo. This is useful for environments in which Google Captcha 
is not supported. No configuration is necessary to enable this protection.

470532, 536611 Yes

36738 In the new UI, the delimiter used for display items in the Get It section displayed &nbsp; 
instead of a space. This has been fixed.

462156 Yes

36766 Location information that included a dash was not being sent correctly when sending 
records to email. This has been fixed.

479629 Yes

36788 When using a specific plugin, RTA was not working in the new UI. This has been fixed. Front End - Delivery (availability 
and GetIt!), Front End-
Availability/RTA, Front End-Brief 
Results, Front End-Full Results, 
Interoperability - RTA

480110 Yes

36851 In some cases, RTA was not working in the new UI. This has been fixed. 478530, 488260, 
500383, 512091, 
515886, 547923, 
435826

Yes

36857 Melingo expansions were not being added to advanced searches with only one word (in 
each text box). This has been fixed.

474999, 503579 Yes

36917 Unable to specify a new language when performing the Import From Excel For Translation 
option on the All Code Tables page. This has been fixed.

462488, 491787 Yes

37136 In some cases, the View It tab indicated that there was no full text instead of a link from 
the record. This has been fixed by assigning the Online Resource delivery category for 
these cases.

419327 Yes

37154 In the new UI, check boxes used to select facets were not indented properly when the 
language was set to Hebrew. This has been fixed.

453906 Yes

37587 In the new UI, the Getit link does not populate the user_ip placeholder from the delivery 
template. This has been fixed.

497900 Yes
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Case Number Preconfigured
August 2018 - Primo Defect Fixes
37751 The Alma UNIMARC Normalization Rules template now allows non-preferred headings to 

be indexed for search (not Browse) for French UNIMARC. To support this functionality, 
the following subfields have been added to the Alma UNIMARC Normalization Rules 
template: 

  600X a-d,f,j,x-z
  601X a-h,j,t,x-z
  602X a,f,j,t,x-z
  604X a,j,t,x-z
  605X a,h-n,x-z
  606X a,j,x-z
  607X a,j,x-z

Input:
<datafield tag="606X" ind1=" " ind=" ">
<subfield code="3">02726971X</subfield>
<subfield code="a">Arch?ologie classique</subfield>
<subfield code="2">rameau</subfield>
</datafield>

Output:
<search>
    <subject>Arch?ologie classique</subject>
</search>

No

37838 Special characters are being corrupted while redirecting classic UI deep links to the new 
UI. This has been fixed.

484283, 505000, 
510689, 539292

Yes

37922 In the new UI, saved searches cannot be set for alerts. This has been fixed. 478070 Yes
38108 Exact searches for Hebrew initials that contain quotation marks together with initials not 

containing quotation marks failed. This has been fixed.
501356 Yes

38401 To prevent malicious attacks, the system will check the User Agent for invalid characters 
and return the following error page if any are found: 

HTTP Status 401 - Invalid User-Agent

527409 Yes

38419 Disable Classic UI and Try New UI link do not redirect to the default language of the new 
UI view, but always to English (en_US). This has been fixed.

510818,  522081, 
530541, 541225

Yes

38642 Because the Sitemap xml file contained the hosted DNS name rather than the customer's 
DNS, the URL failed Google indexing. This has been fixed.

513205 Yes

38664 In the new UI, an unexpected horizontal scroll bar appeared in the Full Display when 
language was set to Hebrew. This has been fixed.

563431 Yes

38694 The new Newspapers Search code table is not visible in the Back Office. This has been 
fixed.

547603, 554777, 
560087, 560616, 
565457, 566730, 
569738, 571919

Yes
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Case Number Preconfigured
August 2018 - Primo Defect Fixes
38720 The following change was made to following field in the normalization rule templates to fix 

an issue in which some date ranges were not searchable using the Date Slider facet: 

- Facet/CreationDate - Changed OR to ADD between the normalization rules to allow the 
inclusion of more than one CreationDate into the Facet/creationDate field.

No

38790 When exporting more than one record to RIS, the ER (end record) field was merged with 
the start of the next record. This has been fixed.

552703, 553998, 
554643, 555484, 
555485, 565584

Yes

38856 An indexing problem with some local records caused zero results to be returned for some 
searches. This has been fixed.

Yes

39070 To support Gale linking in PC records, the following template has been added to the 
Delivery > Templates mapping table: 

gale_template: 
http://link.galegroup.com/apps/doc/{{control/sourcerecordid}}/{{control/addsrcrecordid}}?si
d=ServiceID&u=LocationID 

No

39345 In some cases, the full display opened on the same tab as a previously closed record. 
This has been fixed.

57664 Yes

39346 After closing a FRBR group, the full display sometimes opened a blank page or an 
incorrect record from the results list. This has been fixed.

57665 Yes

39349 After selecting a record title on the My Account - Requests page, an error message 
displayed instead of the full display. This has been fixed.

57551 Yes
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